# User Guides

As a group, create a User Guide for your product by using the information I gave you in my "User Guides" lecture. As a minimum, the guide should cover every aspect of your easy, medium, and hard tasks. In addition, base your product's guide on the user manual template I attached.

```
As a group, create a User Guide for your product by using the information I gave you in my "User Guides" lecture. As a minimum, the guide should cover every aspect of your easy, medium, and hard tasks. In addition, base your product's guide on the user manual template I attached.
```

## Description

- As a group, create a User Guide for your product by using the information I gave you in my "User Guides" lecture.
- As a minimum, the guide should cover every aspect of your easy, medium, and hard tasks.
- In addition, base your product's guide on the user manual template I attached.

```
user_manual.doc
```
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